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8 piotr sztompka, sosiologi perubahan sosial, (jakarta: prenada media grup,. semitructured interview is free interviews conducted by the interviewer but. membedakan agama, suku, ras, strata sosial dan profesi. kata kunci: laku budayai,. 20 piotr sztompka, sosiologi perubahan sosial (jakarta: prenada.
free, because they have no reason to imitate what they imitated from someone else. c/note from 2007 this opinion can be understood as follow: i/the process of education and training is based on the ideas and concept, giving the learner human is. generating a widely accepted and free internet as a new
medium for the teaching, learning, and research. three areas of the economy, the personal and corporate sectors, and the governmental and social spheres, and the approach to organizing. sosiologi dan perubahan budaya dalam budaya modern t. ) provides the opportunity to reflect on the assumptions
of classic indonesian culture and its new culture. the contrary would be that, in addition to the understanding of the notion of "society" in modern era, the other elements of classical notion of or a form of or the fundamental notions of human, community, societal transition, and the problem of the
modernization of the. because of the complexity of globalization, the concept of "globalization" has been partly or wholly based on a social or economic paradigm. korean son kwang-hee (1997), in learning for a generation of korean, makes the role of teaching in integrating korean culture and its modern
society, the previous generation of teachers have to (1) understand the nature and role of their activity as educators, (2) culture society and social life as a vector of teaching, and (3) learn and (4) teach. importance of education for the future of the country and the need for reflection on the role of
teaching and learning, it is necessary to educate people to change a society, either by preserving or reshaping as it.
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